Kaleckian models, which study the relation between functional income distribution and demand formation, have focused on how macro-level distribution affects macro-level performance. In the real economy, however, labour-management negotiations are held at the industry level and thus the relation between sectoral distribution and sectoral/macroeconomic performance should be considered. This study presents a two-sector Kaleckian model with intermediate inputs and
Introduction
How a change in functional income distribution affects demand formation has been widely studied by using one-sector/one-commodity Kaleckian models. 1 An economy is called a 'wage-led regime' when distributive policy in favour of labour such as decreases in the mark-up rate and the profit share stimulates aggregate demand, employment, and growth. By contrast, an economy is called a 'profit-led regime' when pro-labour income distribution negatively affects economic performance.
Thus far, the conditions under which each regime is established have been theoretically investigated, 2 with studies showing that the properties of investment and consumption functions determine which regime characterizes an economy (Blecker, 2002; Lavoie and Stockhammer, 2013) .
For instance, if investment is not sensitive to a firm's profitability and the propensity to consume out of wages is high, a fall in the profit share hardly decreases investment but does increase consumption, consumption goods sectors negatively affect both sectors' rates of capacity accumulation and the macroeconomic rate of capital accumulation. This result crucially depends on their particular assumptions that a firm's profitability never affects investment and there are no intermediate inputs,
both of which are accepted in our model.
Other interesting two-sector models have also been proposed. 5 Dutt (1988 Dutt ( , 1990 , adopting a sectoral investment function that depends positively on the sectoral rates of profit and capacity utilization, demonstrates that in a Kaleckian monopoly economy the sectoral rate of profit never converges to the equal rate of profit, even in the long run. Taylor (1989) supposes that one sector produces goods purchased from wages, while another produces investment goods as well as goods purchased from profits, and considers how a demand composition change affects capital accumulation. By contrast, in Franke (2000) the investment goods sector produces intermediate input goods as well as investment goods. In addition, Franke (2000) introduces the optimal use of capital and the financial sector in the price adjustment economy to conduct the stability analysis.
Based on the above studies, we construct a two-sector model with intermediate inputs and
investigate, by using comparative static and traverse analysis, how a change in the sectoral mark-up rate affects industry-/macro-level capacity utilization and capital accumulation. Our model does not consider the effect of the profit share, as in one-sector/one-commodity models, but rather that of the mark-up rate because in our model, a change in one sector's profit share is caused by not only its mark-up rate change but also another sector' mark-up rate change. Thus, we consider the sectoral mark-up rate rather than the profit share since the former is more independent than the latter.
Furthermore, the mark-up rate offers richer policy implications than the profit share because it changes according to public industrial policy as well as inter-firm distribution policy.
First, we show that a rise in the mark-up rate in either sector produces three types of demand regimes: that in which both sectors' rates of capacity utilization increase, that in which both sectors' rates of capacity utilization decrease, and that in which the rate of capacity utilization in the investment (consumption) goods sector increases (decreases). Second, we reveal that the impact of one sector's change in the mark-up rate on economic performance differs from another sector's impact. Third, we demonstrate that the effect of a change in the mark-up rate on capital accumulation depends on the firm's animal spirits.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a two-sector model with intermediate inputs. Section 3 assumes that capital stocks do not accumulate and investigates the short-run effect of a change in the mark-up rate on the rate of capacity utilization. Section 4 assumes that capital stocks accumulate and investigates the long-run effect of a change in the mark-up rate on capital accumulation and capacity utilization in the traverse process. By using numerical simulations, section 5 removes the distinction between the short and long run and confirms how a change in the mark-up rate influences the equilibrium and transitional dynamics. Section 6 concludes.
Model

Basic setup
We consider a closed economy with no government sector. The economy is composed of an investment goods sector (sector 1) and a consumption goods sector (sector 2 In the economy, we assume that the prices in each industry are marked upon prime costs as follows: The mark-up rate represents the monopoly power in the market as well as the relative bargaining power of firm. The higher the monopoly power or stronger the bargaining power of the firm, the higher the mark-up rate is (Kalecki, 1971; Sen and Dutt, 1995) . Thus, the level and transition of the mark-up rate vary by industry. Moreover, equations (1) and (2) (Keynes, 1930; Kalecki, 1971) .
Demand for consumption goods is represented by
where C denotes real consumption. The first term on the RHS in equation (4) shows intermediate demand for consumption goods in sector 1, while the second term shows final demand for consumption goods. We assume that workers spend all their wage income on consumption goods, whereas capitalists save all their profit income, which implies that macroeconomic consumption is equal to workers' wage income.
These price and quantity equations are summarized in Table 1 . In most two-sector models, Kaleckian two sectors are not Sraffian sectors that produce basic goods (Sraffa, 1960) . In other words, they assume 0
( Table 1 here)
Price system
Equations (1) and (2) provide the following relative price and real wage rate:
[ ]
where p denotes the ratio of the investment goods price and consumption goods price (i.e. the relative price) and ω the nominal wage rate divided by the consumption goods price (i.e. the real wage rate). 
We obtain the following proposition regarding the relative price and real wage rate.
Proposition 1.
A rise in the mark-up rate in sector 1 raises the relative price and reduces the real wage rate. Moreover, a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 2 reduces both the relative price and the real wage rate.
Proof. See Appendix A, which is available on request.
By using equations (6) and (7) (8) and (9) is positive. Moreover, the numerator on the RHS is smaller than the denominator in equations (8) and (9). Thus, the profit share in each sector is positive and smaller than unity. We thus obtain the following proposition regarding the profit share.
Proposition 2.
A rise in the mark-up rate in either sector increases both sectors' profit shares.
Proof. See Appendix B, which is available on request.
Because traditional Kaleckian models assume 0 21 12 = = a a , a rise in the mark-up rate in one sector does not affect the profit share in another. On the contrary, in our model, a rise in the mark-up rate in one sector increases another sector's profit share as well as that of its own sector. Proposition 2 implies that if a rise in the bargaining power of workers in one sector leads to a decrease in the mark-up rate in that sector, redistribution in favour of workers occurs even in another sector.
Quantity system
Our model assumes that nominal investment normalized by the capital stocks in each sector is an increasing function of both the profit share and the rate of capacity utilization (Bhaduri and Marglin, 1990 ):
utilization. i α , i β , and i γ are assumed to be positive constants.
Contrary to previous studies such as Dutt (1987 Dutt ( , 1988 , Lavoie and Ramírez-Gastón (1997) , and
Franke (2000), we emphasize that one sector is independent of another and that the demand regime is diverse. Thus, we consider the sectoral investment function and negative impact of profitability on investment demand.
Substituting equations (10) and (11) 
where ( )
denotes the sectoral ratio of capital stocks.
Since excess demand (supply) leads to a rise (decline) in capacity utilization, the dynamics of the rate of capacity utilization in sector 1 are 
From equations (4) and (14), we obtain
As in the investment goods market, we assume that quantity adjustment works in the consumption goods market; thus, the dynamics of the rate of capacity utilization in sector 2 are
Finally, taking the logarithmic derivative with respect to the time of the sectoral ratio of capital stocks yields
This leads to a dynamical system composed of equations (13), (16), and (17) with endogenous variables 1 u , 2 u , and k .
3 Short-run dynamics
Stability analysis
Quantity adjustment in the market is practiced more rapidly than capital accumulation. Accordingly, this section investigates only the dynamics of the rate of capacity utilization while leaving capital stocks unchanged.
We define as the short-run equilibrium the situation where 0
that is, demand meets supply in both markets. In the short-run equilibrium, we obtain the rate of capacity utilization as follows:
where p , 1 m , and 2 m are given by equations (6), (8), and (9).
By using equations (13) and (16), we obtain the trace and determinant of Jacobian matrix J :
Since the coefficient of investment with respect to capacity utilization is considered to be sufficiently small, it is appropriate to assume 0
, which leads to 0 trace < J . In addition, if 2 γ and 12 a are sufficiently small, we obtain 0 det > J . Thus, we make the following assumption.
Assumption 2. The parameters i
γ and 12 a are sufficiently small, and hence
The negative trace and positive determinant of the Jacobian matrix mean that the short-run equilibrium is locally stable. Moreover, the positive determinant of the matrix is equivalent to a positive rate of capacity utilization.
Rise in the mark-up rate in sector 1
Equations (18) and (19) imply that a mark-up rate affects the rate of capacity utilization through the relative price and profit share. Figure 1 helps to illustrate how the mark-up rate affects capacity utilization.
(Figure 1 here)
By using equation (13), we obtain the 0 1 = u  curve in the short-run equilibrium. 
In Figure 1 , equation (22) has a straight line with a positive intercept and slope. From equation (16), we obtain the 0 2 = u  curve in the short-run equilibrium:
[ ] 
Equation (23) has a straight line with a positive slope and passes the origin. Figure 1 expresses equations (22) and (23) as solid lines. Additionally, Assumption 2 implies that the 0 2 = u  curve is steeper than the 0 1 = u  curve. The intersection of these curves, u e , shows the equilibrium in both markets, and the rates of capacity utilization on u e are expressed by equations (18) and (19).
The effect of a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 1 on the
Proposition 2 shows that the 0 1 = u  curve shifts upwards when the mark-up rate in sector 1 increases. In Figure 1 , this shifted curve is represented by the dashed line. Moreover, the larger 1 β , 2 β , and 1 γ , the larger the
curve shifts upwards with an increasing mark-up rate. A rise in the mark-up rate reduces capacity utilization if investment responds largely to the profit share (Blecker, 2002; Sasaki, 2010) .
Next, the effect of a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 1 on the (25) where 
The first and second terms on the RHS in equation (25) are positive, which implies that a rise in the mark-up rate rotates the 0 2 = u  curve anticlockwise by increasing the profit share, which reduces the consumption of workers and rate of capacity utilization, a familiar story in the Kaleckian context.
We call this effect the 'negative effect of the profit share'. In addition, the third term shows how a rise in the mark-up rate affects the 0 2 = u  curve by raising the relative price. From Proposition 1
and Assumption 1, it is natural to suppose that the third term becomes negative. This means that a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 1 rotates 0 2 = u  clockwise. The story is explained as follows. A rise in the mark-up rate in sector 1 raises the price of investment goods rather than that of consumption goods, which implies that the intermediate inputs of the consumption goods in sector 1 become relatively low. As a result, value added in sector 1 increases and consumption expenditure grows. We call this effect the 'positive effect of the relative price'. As we see from the third term, this effect weakens if the profit share in sector 1 is extremely high, as an increment in value added is distributed mainly to capitalists and hence consumption expenditure grows little.
By combining the 'negative effect of the profit share' and 'positive effect of the relative price', the 0 2 = u  curve can theoretically rotate anticlockwise or clockwise. However, in plausible settings, it tends to rotate anticlockwise. Figure 1 The relation between the mark-up rate in sector 1 and capacity utilization can be summarized as the following three patterns. 10 In the first pattern, as in Case (a), the equilibrium shifts from u e to a u e and the rates of capacity utilization in both sectors increase. Two conditions yield this situation.
First, if any of 1 β , 2 β , and 1 γ in the investment function are sufficiently large, the
shifts largely with an increasing mark-up rate. Second, if the 'positive effect of the relative price' is sufficiently strong, the anticlockwise rotation of the 0 2 = u  curve is suppressed. When these conditions are satisfied, a rise in the mark-up rate increases both sectors' rates of capacity utilization.
In the second pattern, as in Case (c), the equilibrium shifts from u e to c u e , and the rates of capacity utilization in both sectors decrease. This situation is obtained if 1 β , 2 β , and 1 γ are sufficiently small or the 'positive effect of the relative price' is sufficiently weak. If these conditions are met, a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 1 decreases both sectors' rates of capacity utilization.
In the third pattern, as in Case (b), when the mark-up rate in sector 1 increases, the equilibrium shifts from u e to b u e and the rate of capacity utilization in sector 1 (sector 2) increases (decreases).
Rise in the mark-up rate in sector 2
Next, the effects of a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 2 on the 
Regarding equation (26), we find from Proposition 2 that the 0 1 = u  curve shifts upwards when the mark-up rate in sector 2 increases. Moreover, the third term on the RHS in equation (27) is likely to be positive from Assumption 1 and Proposition 1. Hence, a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 2 negatively affects capacity utilization, resulting in the 'negative effect of the relative price'. 11 A rise in the mark-up rate in sector 2 strengthens the anticlockwise rotation of the 0 2 = u  curve more than a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 1 because, ceteris paribus, the former leads to the 'negative effect of the relative price'.
As for sector 1, three patterns summarize how a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 2 affects capacity utilization: both sectors' rates of capacity utilization increase, both sectors' rates of capacity utilization decrease, and the rate of capacity utilization in sector 1 (sector 2) increases (decreases).
Moreover, as for sector 1, whether a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 2 increases the rate of capacity utilization depends mainly on the parameters in the investment function. The 'negative effect of the relative price' means that a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 2 tends to affect capacity utilization negatively in contrast to that in sector 1. For instance, a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 2 may increase (decreases) the rate of capacity utilization in sector 1 (sector 2) under the parameter settings where a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 1 increases both sectors' rates of capacity utilization. Again, the mark-up rate rise in sector 2 may reduce both sectors' rates of capacity utilization under the parameter settings where a mark-up rate rise in sector 1 decreases (increases) capacity utilization in sector 2 (sector 1).
In summary, when a rise in the mark-up rate in one sector increases (decreases) the short-run equilibrium rates of capacity utilization in both sectors, the economy is called a profit-led (wage-led) demand regime. Moreover, when a rise in the mark-up rate in one sector increases the short-run equilibrium rate of capacity utilization in the investment goods sector but decreases that in the consumption goods sector, the economy is called a hybrid demand regime.
The diverse conditions under which these three types of regime appear are summarized in Table 2 .
However, the mechanism that a larger coefficient of the investment parameters yields a profit-led regime is common for both sectors. In addition, a rise in the mark-up rate only in sector 2 tends to yield a wage-led regime.
(Table 2 here)
A reason for a hybrid demand regime is explained as follows. If we consider intermediate inputs, a rise in the mark-up rate in one sector increases both sectors' profit shares. Since both sectors adopt a common investment function of the Bhaduri and Marglin-type, not only the sector in which its mark-up rate rises but also another sector in which its mark-up rate does not rise increase investment demand, and thus output in sector 1 increases. By contrast, since both sectors' profit shares increase, workers' consumption expenditure in both sectors decreases, which reduces output in sector 2.
Hence, each sector's rate of capacity utilization moves in a separate direction.
Finally, by substituting equations (18) and (19) into equations (10) and (11), we obtain each sector's rate of capital accumulation in the short run:
Similar to the rate of capacity utilization, the short-run equilibrium rate of capital accumulation is profit-led if any of 1 β , 2 β , and 1 γ are sufficiently large, meaning that the second and third terms on the RHS in equations (28) and (29) dominate. In a profit-led demand regime, the rate of capital accumulation always becomes profit-led. Moreover, even in the hybrid or wage-led demand regime, a rise in the mark-up rate tends to increase the rate of capital accumulation because of the positive effect of profitability on investment demand. However, each sector's rate of capital utilization converges to the same level in the long run when capital stocks change.
Long-run dynamics
Stability analysis
This section considers the long-run dynamics of the sectoral ratio of capital stocks. We obtain the long-run dynamical equation by substituting equations (28) and (29) into equation (17). We define as the long-run equilibrium the situation where 0 = k  holds. In the long-run equilibrium, we find from equation (17) 
Thus, we obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 3. The long-run equilibrium is locally stable. Moreover, when the mark-up rate in one sector rises, each sector's rate of capital accumulation temporally diverges from the rate on the old BGP and reaches a different level. However, they finally converge to the same rate on the new BGP.
A traverse from the old to the new equilibrium
Next, we investigate the long-run traverse process, which is the transitional process from the old to the new equilibrium. 12 In Figure 2 , which shows the long-run traverse process of the main variables, the third quadrant is the reverse of that in Figure 1 . Each sector's rate of capacity utilization is determined on the intersection point of the 0 1 = u  (equation (22)) and 0 2 = u  curves (equation (23)). The fourth (second) quadrant represents the investment function in sector 1 (sector 2) (see equations (10) and (11)). The first quadrant shows the relation between both sectors' rate of capital accumulation. In the long-run equilibrium, the BGP appears, which implies that the long-run equilibrium rate of capital accumulation exists on the 45-degree line.
( Figure 2 here) First, the economy is assumed to be on the initial equilibrium g e in the first quadrant ( u e in the third quadrant), namely the old BGP. At the current point in time, the relations between the variables are represented by the solid lines in all quadrants. If, for example, the parameters in the investment function are sufficiently large, a rise in the mark-up rate in either sector increases both sectors' rates of capacity utilization and the economy exhibits a profit-led demand regime. In the second and third quadrants, equations (22) and (23), which shifted after the mark-up rate rise, are represented by the dashed line, and the equilibrium temporally moves from u e to u e′ . A mark-up rate rise in either sector, by contrast, increases both sectors' profit shares, which leads equation (10) in the fourth quadrant (equation (11) in the second quadrant) to the dashed lines. Each sector's new rate of capacity utilization on u e′ determines the sectoral rate of capital accumulation, which then appears on the 45-degree line in the first quadrant. Figure 2 shows that the rate of capital accumulation in sector 1 is higher than that in sector 2. In this situation, the sectoral ratio of capital stocks begins to increase. Until each sector's rate of capital accumulation finally converges to the same rate, k continues to increase, which reduces (raises) the rate of capacity utilization in sector 1 (sector 2).
These movements are represented by the arrows in the first quadrant. In addition, with increasing k , equations (22) and (23) shift upwards in the third quadrant (dot-dashed line). Finally, a new equilibrium g e ′ ′ in the first quadrant ( u e ′ ′ in the third quadrant) appears.
Figure 2 also shows that a rise in the mark-up rate in one sector always raises the long-run rate of capital accumulation if the short-run equilibrium exhibits a profit-led demand regime. On the contrary, the effect of a rise in the mark-up rate in one sector on capacity utilization is ambiguous. This is because shifts in the 0 1 = u  and 0 2 = u  curves depend on the motion of k , which is constrained by many parameters.
In a profit-led demand regime, a rise in the mark-up rates in either sector increases the rate of capital accumulation. However, we may not obtain such a result in other regimes. Figure 3 shows the traverse process of the variables in the hybrid demand regime. When the mark-up rate in either sector increases, the equilibrium in the third quadrant shifts from u e to u e′ . Moreover, the investment function in sector 1 (sector 2) shifts right (upward) in the fourth (second) quadrant. In Figure 3 , the rate of capital accumulation in sector 1 (sector 2) for u e′ is represented by 1 g′ ( 2 g′ ).
In the hybrid demand regime, 1 g′ ( 2 g′ ) is likely to be larger (smaller) than that for g e .
Furthermore, with an increasing sectoral ratio of capital stocks, the former rate decreases, whereas the latter increases, and thus whether a new equilibrium, which guarantees the BGP, is larger than initial equilibrium g e depends on the motion of both sectors' rates of capital accumulation.
(Figure 3 here)
How do both sectors' rates of capital accumulation move until they arrive at the new equilibrium?
Equation (28) shows that the larger 2 2 2 m β α + , the more quickly 1 g decreases with increasing k .
Similarly, equation (29) shows that the larger 1 1 1 m β α + , the more quickly 2 g increases with increasing k . Accordingly, if the animal spirits in sector 1 (sector 2) are sufficiently large (small), the rate of capital accumulation in sector 2 (sector 1), which was temporally reduced (raised) by a mark-up rate rise, rapidly increases (slackly decreases). According to the combination of such motions in 1 g and 2 g , the new equilibrium g e ′ ′ in the first quadrant ( u e ′ ′ in the third quadrant)
holds and thus the rate of capital accumulation on the BGP increases.
Further, if the animal spirits in sector 1 (sector 2) are small (large), a rise in the mark-up rate in one sector reduces the rate of capital accumulation on the BGP because a rise in the mark-up rate in the hybrid demand regime positively (negatively) affects capital accumulation in sector 1 (sector 2)
by increasing investment (decreasing consumption), which implies that capital stocks accumulate in sector 1 rather than in sector 2. Then, if the animal spirits in sector 1 are smaller than those in sector 2, capital stocks accumulate in the sector where unwillingness to invest prevails, and accordingly macroeconomic capital accumulation stagnates.
Finally, Figure 4 shows the traverse process of the variables in a wage-led demand regime. With a rise in the mark-up rate in one sector, the equilibrium in the third quadrant shifts from u e to u e′ and the investment function in sector 1 (sector 2) shifts right (upward) in the fourth (second)
quadrant. This shift in the investment function is assumed to be small in line with the condition that yields a wage-led demand regime ( i β in the investment function is sufficiently small). In Figure 4 , the rate of capital accumulation in sector 1 for u e′ is higher than that in sector 2. However, both sectors' rates of capital accumulation are smaller than the rate of capital accumulation for g e . Thus, Proposition 1 shows that the rate of capital accumulation for the new equilibrium g e ′ ′ is lower than that for the initial equilibrium g e . 
Parameter settings
In this section, by using numerical simulations, we examine how a change in the mark-up rate affects both the equilibrium values and the traverse process. First, although we have thus far examined the short-run and long-run dynamics separately for simplicity, this section considers the dynamics of capacity utilization and sectoral ratio of capital stocks simultaneously. We confirm that the results presented in the previous sections are robust when the three variables change at the same time. Second, the numerical simulations show that our investigation in the previous sections is sufficiently realistic. Under plausible parameter settings, we confirm that each sector's rate of capacity utilization does not necessarily move in the same direction. Further, the impact of the mark-up rate in sector 1 on the equilibrium differs from that in sector 2 even if the same condition is fulfilled, while the effect of the mark-up rate on capital accumulation depends on the firm's animal spirits.
We set the following patterns for the benchmark parameters:
•Pattern (1)
In these patterns, the initial values of the endogenous variables are set as
. We assume that each sector has symmetrical structural parameters for the sake of simplicity, although these parameters differ by sector in the real economy. We reconsider the case where the animal spirits differ by sector in section 5.3.
The investment function parameters differ between these patterns. Pattern (1) has larger i β . This means that a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 1 increases both sectors' rates of capacity utilization in the short run (i.e. a profit-led demand regime holds). However, under the same parameters of Pattern
(1), a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 2 increases the rate of capacity utilization in sector 1 but decreases that in sector 2 (i.e. a hybrid demand regime holds). In Pattern (2), leaving capital stocks constant, a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 1 increases the rate of capacity utilization in sector 1 but decreases that in sector 2. In addition, a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 2 decreases both rates of capacity utilization (i.e. a wage-led demand regime holds).
Transitional dynamics
First, we consider Pattern (1). Figure 5 shows the dynamics of the main variables when we raise the mark-up rate in sector 1 or 2. In the top left panel of Figure 5 , a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 1 shifts the rate of capacity utilization in sector 1 downwards, and that in sector 2 upwards. Recall that a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 1 yields a profit-led demand regime with a constant sectoral ratio of capital stocks. When there is no distinction between the short and long run, however, a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 1 increases the sectoral ratio of capital stocks (see the bottom right panel), which in turn moves each sector's rate of capacity utilization in the opposite direction. The inconsistent movement of the sectoral rate of capacity utilization implies that at least one of the sectoral rates of capacity utilization always conflicts with the macro-level rate, irrespective of how we aggregate the sectoral rates; as the top right panel shows, the macroeconomic rate of capacity utilization rises slightly, whereas the rate of capacity utilization in sector 1 decreases. In addition, the bottom left panel illustrates that the rate of capacity utilization increases with a mark-up rate rise in sector 1.
Contrary to the mark-up rate in sector 1, the top left panel shows that a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 2 shifts the rate of capacity utilization in sector 1 upwards, and that in sector 2 downwards.
The top right panel indicates that the macroeconomic rate of capacity utilization decreases in contrast to the mark-up rate in sector 1. Finally, the bottom left panel shows that the rate of capital accumulation increases when the mark-up rate in sector 2 increases.
Next, we turn to Pattern (2). In the short run, a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 1 stimulates (stagnates) capacity utilization in sector 1 (sector 2). However, as Figure 6 shows, a rise in the sectoral ratio of capital stocks shifts the rate of capacity utilization in sector 1 downwards, and that in sector 2 shifts upwards. Moreover, the bottom left panels show that a mark-up rate rise in sector 1 raises the rate of capital accumulation. By contrast, a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 2 reduces the macroeconomic capital accumulation. Hence, we find that the effect of a change in the mark-up rate in sector 1 on capital accumulation differs from that in sector 2. (Figure 6 here) 
Animal spirits
In this section, we build on the findings in section 4.2 by using the following numerical example. We set the special benchmark parameters as follows (this setting is as same as that of Pattern (2) except for i β ): 
Conclusion
Most previous Kaleckian research has studied macro-level functional income distribution and macroeconomic performance. However, in the real economies, both labour-management negotiation and market structure vary by industry, and accordingly how sectoral income distribution/degree of monopoly affects sectoral as well as macroeconomic performance should be considered. For the presented industry-level analysis, we constructed a two-sector model composed of an investment goods sector and a consumption goods sector and investigated how a sectoral mark-up rate change affects sector-/macro-level rates of capacity utilization and capital accumulation.
First, we demonstrated that a rise in the mark-up rate in either sector increases both sectors' profit shares. Based on this result, we showed that three types of demand regimes exist in the short run (profit-led, wage-led, hybrid). In the hybrid demand regime, each sector's rate of capacity utilization moves in the opposite direction, even in the long run, which implies that the macro-level rate of capacity utilization always conflicts with that of one sector. This is the fallacy of composition between industry-level and macro-level performance, suggesting that desirable macroeconomic policy is not always beneficial for an individual industry.
Second, we showed that the impact of one sector's change in the mark-up rate on economic performance differs from another sector's impact. In the short run, cutting the mark-up rate in the consumption goods sector tends to raise capacity utilization compared with that in the investment goods sector. Furthermore, the numerical simulations showed that under the same conditions, a rise in the mark-up rate in the consumption (investment) goods sector stagnates (stimulates) capital accumulation. These results imply that while sector-specific policy is necessary to improve performance, macroeconomic policy (e.g. modifying the market structures or income distributions of all sectors simultaneously) is not.
Finally, we revealed that the firm's animal spirits play a crucial role in determining how a mark-up rate change influences the long-run rate of capital accumulation. Recall here that a decrease in the mark-up rate in either sector leads to redistribution in favour of workers. The wage-led strategy that links pro-labour distribution to stimulating the economy requires higher animal spirits in the consumption goods sector. Accordingly, for the wage-led strategy to succeed, policy must promote animal spirits in the consumption goods sector, such as by reducing industrial capital investment tax and supporting the creation of new goods.
Appendix (Available on request)
A. Proof of Proposition 1
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2 In addition, based on theoretical research, many empirical studies have examined whether the economy exhibits a wage-led or profit-led regime. For example, see Bowles and Boyer (1995) , Stockhammer and Onaran (2004) , and Storm and Naastepad (2012).
3 While macro-level income distribution may be interpreted as the representative firm's distribution, such an interpretation is problematic because it disregards the heterogeneity of goods and industry.
4 We cannot divide easily the real industries into two sectors because some industries produce both goods. However, it is still meaningful to consider which kind of goods each sector mainly produces. From a Kaleckian viewpoint, we must consider the stream from income to demand (i.e. from wages to consumption or from profits to investment; Dixon and Toporowski, 2013) .
5 By using the multi-sectoral framework instead of the two sector model, Araujo and Teixeira (2015) demonstrate that each sector has a different growth regime, while Nishi (2014) reveals that the sectoral composition of saving and investment play a crucial role in determining the growth regime. However, they do not consider sectoral diversity in pricing, income distribution, or the input-output structure.
6 Even if capitalists were assumed to consume a constant proportion of profits, our results change little.
7 See Lavoie (1992) , Lee (1998) , and Coutts and Norman (2013) on post-Keynesian price theory. For the sake of simplicity, we assume the most familiar pricing rule.
8 The labour input coefficient is equal to labour divided by output.
9 We assume that the ratio of potential output to the capital stock in each sector is constant.
Accordingly, the ratio of output to capital stock is a proxy of the capacity utilization rate.
10 When the 'positive effect of the relative price' is larger than the 'negative effect of the profit share', and thus a rise in the mark-up rate in sector 1 rotates the 0 2 = u  curve clockwise, the rates of capacity utilization in both sectors necessarily increase. However, this case is unrealistic.
11 A rise in the mark-up rate in sector 2 makes the intermediate inputs of the investment goods in sector 2 relatively low and raises that sector's value added in nominal terms. However, it simultaneously increases the price of consumption goods, which does not raise consumption expenditure in real terms. A rise in the mark-up rate in sector 2, on the contrary, makes the intermediate inputs of the consumption goods in sector 1 relatively high and reduces value added in sector 1. As a result, a relative price change caused by increasing the mark-up rate in sector 2 tends to affect capacity utilization negatively.
1 2 We assume that one sector's mark-up rate does not change when another's does.
Constructing a more complicated model in which the mark-up rate endogenously changes according to the market situation is beyond the scope of this study.
13 A rise in the mark-up rate does not necessarily reduce the rate of capital accumulation in sector 2 below the initial rate in the hybrid demand regime. The larger effect of investment profitability might mean that a rise in the mark-up rate shifts equation (11) much in the second quadrant. Thus, the rate of capital accumulation in sector 2 becomes higher than the initial rate.
However, such a case seems to be rare because the hybrid demand regime needs the effect of investment profitability to be moderate.
14 With a rise in the mark-up rate, equations (10) and (11) may shift much in each quadrant and accordingly the rate of capital accumulation may rise above the initial rate for g e .
However, such a case is exceptional owing to the conditions of a wage-led demand regime.
15 For simplicity, we obtain the macroeconomic rate of capacity utilization by attaching the weight of sectoral capital stocks on the sectoral rate of capacity utilization: However, this rate is biased by a relative price change.
